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situations where data should be able to be passed between a
number of different computers or computer systems, allowing
them to communicate with one another. For example, during

the late 1980s, engineers at the University of California at Santa
Barbara used map-reduce for analyzing the Web, and map-

reduce has since been used for conducting scientific research in
areas such as social computing, bioinformatics, and high-energy
physics. A data structure such as a hash table, or a tree, may be
combined with a map network to create a linked map, which is

then typically augmented with additional functions such as
shortest paths, maximum-flow techniques, approximate string
matching, for solving problems in distributed computing. These

alternative applications of map-reduce are known as map-
reduce programming. Addition of a map network to a hashtable

also increases its lookup performance; this is because the
network can be used to find a data element quickly, since the

data element can be found more quickly by examining adjacent
nodes on the map network. This is in contrast to using the

hashtable for a lookup, which typically has to traverse the entire
list of entries to find the desired object. Map-reduce is especially
beneficial when used in distributed computations, such as those

implemented in cloud-computing environments. Map-reduce
provides an abstraction that enables multiple machines to be
accessed as a single single machine. By combining distributed
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computing and map-reduce, the machines can be connected in
the same network, but appear to the machines as if they were
all running on one machine. The map phase in map-reduce is

said to be performed in parallel, since it can be distributed
among a number of machines. The reduce phase applies a
function to each element, which is typically an aggregation
function such as a sum or a maximum. The reduce phase is
typically implemented as a single machine. Because map-

reduce can work on a large number of machines, data can be
analyzed in parallel, which may
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